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Abstract. With highly requirement for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) target, effective controlling of radiated
emission of equipment or subsystem is of considerable significance. An emission equivalent model of Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) is set up in this paper. Prediction of resonance characteristics, far field radiation of the PCB is carried
out and analysed. Then, a 3-D model of a typical equipment enclosure is set up. Resonance characteristics and
radiating characteristics of the enclosure is carried out and analysed. A co-simulation method to predict radiated
emission is proposed and an example of co-design of PCB and enclosure using HFSS and Siwave verified this
method.

1 Introduction
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems have
been found to be a tricky problem when large numbers of
electronic equipment were installed on space-limited
electric platform. As an important technical target, EMC
has great impact on the efficiency and reliability of
electric system. Simulation and prediction of radiated
emission effectively in the stage of system design is of
great significance to the improvement of EMC
performance of system [1].
This paper aims at introducing a method to predict
radiated emission of electric equipment in order to
optimize the EMC characteristic of electric system. We
introduce a co-simulation method to predict the radiated
emission of the whole equipment. The co-simulation
method is able to control over radiated emission of
equipment effectively in the stage of design [2].

one is common-mode radiation and the other is differentmode radiation.
2.1 Different-Mode Radiated Emission
Different-mode currents flowing through a loop result in
different-mode radiated emission. The currents loop
could be equalled to magnetic dipole antenna as the
different-mode radiated emission model on PCB. An
idealized magnetic dipole antenna constitutes of a small
currents loop and its radius a meets the inequality: a<<λ .
We can derive the vector and magnitude of E-field and
H-field radiated from the model [5]-[7].
The vector representations of E-field and H-field are:
E = −
 =

2 Modeling of pcb radiated emission
characteristic
Radiated emission of PCB originated from several types
of sources: high frequency signal generated by RC
oscillator or crystal oscillator coupling on the traces on
PCB and then forming an effective antenna, current and
voltage-driven common-mode coupling, ground bounce
and etc. Two methods are able to reduce radiated
emission of PCB: One method is to control the radiated
emission caused by circuit module and traces, the other
method is to avoid the resonance between ground and
power distribution network (PDN) [3], [4].
Modelling of PCB radiation sources could equivalent
the trace or network of highly radiated efficiency to an
antenna. Two types of radiation sources could be
modelled to equivalent the radiated characteristic of PCB:
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2.2 Common-mode radiated emission
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Common-mode radiated emission originates from
common-mode noise voltage. The noise voltage could be
driven in two ways: one is currents-drive voltage noise
and the other is voltage-drive voltage noise. Currentsdrive voltage noise caused by voltage drop derives from
time-varying different-mode currents flowing through the
loop impedance. Voltage-drive voltage noise results from
different-mode voltage in circuit network. It is practicable
to equal the common-mode radiated emission to an
electric dipole antenna. We can derive the vector and
magnitude of E-field and H-field radiated from this
model.
The vector representations of E-field and H-field are:
E = −
, = −
 =
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3 Co-Simulation of PCB and Enclosure
to Control Radiated Emission
3.1 Prediction and Optimization to Resonance
Character of PCB and Enclosure
This paper uses an 8-layer PCB shown in Fig. 2 and a
typical enclosure as an example to verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the co-simulation method to control
radiated emission. We predict the resonant characteristic
of the PCB in frequency range of 0.25GHz to 2GHz and
the calculation results of 5 resonance points shown in
Chart 1. Resonance frequency of enclosure depends on its
physical shape and the vents, slots, buttons on it. These
factors would affect the resonance frequency
considerably. In the stage of pre-design, we could
simulate and calculate the resonant frequency under the
consideration of both resonance and shielding
effectiveness in order to reduce radiated emission of the
equipment and provide information to the arrangement of
PCB and cable inside the enclosure. A typical enclosure
is modelled and the dimension and material properties are
shown in Table 1. And then we predict the resonant
characteristic of the enclosure in frequency range of 0.25
to 2GHz and the calculation results of 5 resonance points
is shown in Chart 2.
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Figure 1. Key Network of a PCB.

2.3 Modelling of PCB as Radiated Emission
Source
To model PCB radiated emission in a more accurate way,
a thorough analysis of the key networks in PCB is
necessary. The key networks should include high-speed
signal network and power distribution network (PDN)[8].
A key network of an 8-layer PCB analysed in this paper
is shown in Fig. 1, the highlighted wire is the high-speed
signal network in this board. We put a 1V voltage source
with 0-1GHz frequency swept in the network where the
coordinate of positive pole is (X, Y) = (1150, 3775) and
negative pole is (X, Y) = (1150, 3775). The positive is on
the surface layer of the PCB and the negative is on the
GND layer of the PCB. The 1m far-field radiated
emission of PCB is predicted using method of FDTD and
the results is shown in Fig. 2.

(b)

Figure 2. The 1m Radiated Emission of PCB

Chart 1. Resonance Frequency of PCB

Chart 2. Resonance frequency points of enclosure.
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Table 1. Dimension and material properties of enclosure
Dimension
Thickness
Material
Radius of aperture
Position of aperture

of direct division to the enclosure and PCB. Then we
modelled an equivalent PCB as a material of metallic
surface and dielectric interlayer inside the enclosure with
the dimension of 200mm length, 100mm width and
10mm thickness. The extracted equivalent radiated
source is put on the position of (0, 80, 0). Simulation
result of the E-field distribution is shown in Fig 3.

200mm*200mm*100mm
2mm
Aluminum
10mm
(198,100,60)

3.2 Radiated emission of equipment and codesign

Table 2. Optimized Enclosure Settings

In order to predict the radiated emission of the equipment
(PCB inside enclosure), we modelled the PCB as an
equivalent antenna (in chapter II) as a radiated source and
then the enclosure is modelled as a 2nd time radiated
source. This method avoids the inaccuracy computation

Vents Distribution

2h2

Shape of Vents

Round

Coordinates of Vents

(198,50,20) (198,50,40)
(198,30,20) (198,30,40)

Radius of Vents

2.5mm

Figure 3. Distribution of E-field of the equipment.

Figure 4. Simulated RE102 test results.

Figure 5. Optimized enclosure.
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Figure 6. Simulated RE102 test results.

In order to verify the co-simulation method in design of
equipment, an optimization to the radiated emission of
the equipment by the reference of radiated emission
limits of GJB151A is carried out. The simulation result is
shown below in Fig. 4.
Obviously, there exists two frequency points of overradiated emission under the RE102 test: a 7dB over
radiated emission on the frequency of 240MHz and a 6dB
over radiated emission on the frequency of 570MHz. The
equipment cannot be certified in this level of radiated
emission and an optimization is necessary. In order to
maintain the same level of heat output performance, the
whole area of the vent cannot be changed and according
the theory of the effects of vent. The dimension and
distribution of vents of the optimized enclosure is shown
in Table 2 and the optimized enclosure is shown in Fig. 5.
The radiated emission of the optimized equipment is
shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the optimized equipment is
able to be certified in the RE102 test and the radiated
emission in the frequency point 340MHz is 33dBμv/m,
which has a 15dB reduction from the original one.
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